
Date Available

1st August 2023

Inspections

Inspections are by
appointment only

BEAUTIFUL BEACHFRONT
DESIGNER STUDIO-inspection by
appointment

HOLIDAY AND LONG TERM -   Beachfront Designer Studio in

perfect location!

Stunning cosy studio only meters from the beach. Fully self contained beachfront living in a top

modern studio, with a cafe and surf school in the building. This location at Sydney's most iconic

beach is hard to beat. Surprisingly quiet and absolutely beautiful. Enjoy the famous beach lifestyle at

its best. Modern pad with floorboards, designer loft bed (queen size), modern bathroom, fully

equipped kitchen, lots of light. A dream at the beachfront.

Amenities

FREE INTERNET

FREE NETFLIX

Kitchen

Hair dryer

Dryer

The neighborhood

Features  beautiful sunrises  hip  stylish  health obsessed  surfers  beach loving

The Studio is located in North Bondi, New South Wales, Australia.

Bondi Beach is Sydney's most famous beach and a must see! The location of the studio is

unbeatable, right at the beachfront. Stroll along Bondi Beach, jump into the crystal clear water only

meters away from the studio, and enjoy the many famous cafes and restaurants in walking distance!

A place where you may encounter dolphins swimming by and celebrities walking past, or you just

Rosio Flynn

Mobile: 0412468335

Phone: 0412468335

rosio@ozcombinedrealty.com.au
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Property details continued from page 1:

... enjoy the stunning views from the beach. Bondi Beach has it all.

A lifestyle not to miss, a must see and experience.
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